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MPP Policy Works: Illegal Border Crossings in Yuma
Sector Down 94 Percent
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Illegal crossings across the Southwest U.S.
border with Mexico dropped dramatically
late last year after the Trump administration
instituted its Migration Protection Protocols
(MPP) — a policy of making asylum-seekers
wait in Mexico for hearings in U.S. courts.
The decrease was most evident in the U.S.
Border Patrol’s Yuma sector.

There were nearly 14,000 arrests in the Yuma sector back in May, when the policy to make asylum-
seekers wait in Mexico first took effect there. But by October, they fell 94 percent, to less than 800, and
have stayed there since. Yuma is now the second-slowest of the Border Patrol’s nine sectors on the
Mexican border, after the normally quiet Big Bend sector in Texas.

A January 19 AP report quoted Anthony Porvaznik, chief of the Yuma sector, who said the Migration
Protection Protocols have been a huge deterrent, based on agents’ interviews with people arrested.

“[The migrants’] whole goal was to be released into the United States, and once that was taken off the
shelf for them, and they couldn’t be released into the United States anymore, then that really
diminished the amount of traffic that came through here,” Porvaznik said.

The Homeland Security website defines Migration Protection Protocols (MPP) as “a U.S. Government
action whereby certain foreign individuals entering or seeking admission to the U.S. from Mexico —
illegally or without proper documentation — may be returned to Mexico and wait outside of the U.S. for
the duration of their immigration proceedings, where Mexico will provide them with all appropriate
humanitarian protections for the duration of their stay.”

In the neighboring Tucson sector, in contrast, arrests rose each month from August to December,
making it the second-busiest corridor after Texas’ Rio Grande Valley. Porvaznik attributes Tucson’s
spike to the absence of the MPP policy there until three months ago.

Former Secretary of Homeland Security Kirstjen M. Nielsen explained her department’s reason for
putting the MPP into effect a year ago: “We have implemented an unprecedented action that will
address the urgent humanitarian and security crisis at the Southern border. This humanitarian
approach will help to end the exploitation of our generous immigration laws. The Migrant Protection
Protocols represent a methodical commonsense approach, exercising long-standing statutory authority
to help address the crisis at our Southern border.”

The December figure of less than 800 apprehensions of illegal border crossers is in stark contrast to the
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50,753 people arrested for trespassing from Mexico in December 2018, according to figures released by
CBP in January 2019. A January 2020 news release from CBP stated: “CBP enforcement actions on our
Southwest Border decreased by 5% in December as compared to November, representing a 72%
decrease since the peak of the humanitarian and border security crisis in May.”

The recent AP report noted that more than 55,000 asylum-seekers were returned to Mexico to wait for
hearings through November, 10 months after the policy was introduced in San Diego.

There has also been a change in the national makeup of those apprehended at the border. We noted last
November that U.S. Border Patrol agents in the San Diego sector arrested more non-Mexicans
attempting to cross the U.S.-Mexico border illegally during the 2019 fiscal year than at any other time
in the agency’s history. 

 Photo: AP Images
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